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Cyber exploitation and violence (CEV)

Cyberbullying is when someone bullies or harasses others on the internet using digital tools. Harmful bullying behaviors can include posting rumors, threats, or putting somebody’s personal information online without their consent. This includes being bullied because of your religion, language or your gender, etc.

If you are a victim of Cyberbullying, these are some of the things you can do:

- Inform an adult (your parents or your teacher)
- Report to the National Child Protection Authority (NCPA) if you are under 18
- Report to the Cyber Crimes division of the Police Criminal Investigation Department (CID) if you are over 18
- Report to the Sri Lanka Computer Emergency and Readiness Team (SL-CERT)
- Report to the relevant social media platform’s administrators.
This is Charuka. She is joining us from today.

Hello.

Hi Charuka.
Next Day

Who knows the answer?

It's Five

Good job Charuka

We have enough people

Hey can I join?
This seat is taken

Good morning
You are a loser.
No one wants to play with you.
Everyone hates you.
Go back to where you came from.
You suck.

You have no friends.
You are a loser.
Soo Ugly.

I found an old photo of you @Charuka.
Mom Some kids are bullying me online.

What? do you know who it is?

I'm calling the principal.

Yes, I saved everything.
You could go to jail for this. You are lucky they don't want to go to the police.

I'm suspending the three of you.

Sorry Charuka.

Like Charuka, if you are being Cyberbullied keep evidence and inform a Parent or a Teacher you trust.

Cyber bullying and spreading hate online can have serious consequences.
Lessons Learned

• If you are being bullied, harassed online or blackmailed take screenshots of what was said. This is important evidence.

• Keep a record of what has happened. Write down what was said, take screenshots, along with the date and time when the cyberbullying took place.